
COLLABORATIVE MINDSET SHIFT 
Building Strong Teams to Stay on Track 

In the rebuilding and recovery process, we’re unlikely to 
succeed on our own - a collaborative mindset is the 
pathway to improving productivity and problem solving.  

There’s a shift to be made, and it’s one that will define the 
future of your organisation. 

SESSION OVERVIEW 
In this practical and energising presentation, audiences 
discover: 
• The dimensions for boosting performance 
• Overcoming silos and virtual working challenges 
• The 3 foundations for creating buy-in and trust 
• Easy steps for making the mindset shift 

Audiences leave this presentation with practical and 
effective methods for working together and boosting 
performance. 

CONTENT ALSO DELIVERABLE AS: 
• A seminar or half day online workshop 
• Participation as panel member or facilitator 
• Support for specific organisational challenges 

DETAILS 
Web: philpreston.com.au  

Email: phil@philpreston.com.au 

LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook 

Phone: +61 408 259 633 

Based in Bulli, near Sydney 

ABOUT PHIL 
Phil managed high performance teams in the investment 
industry for 19 years before becoming a facilitator and 
strategist for collaborative projects in 2009. 

He’s a quiet person who gets loud results, crafting his 
career on experiences helping people and organisations 
achieve more together than they can on their own. 

Phil is the author of Connecting Profit With Purpose and 
Managing Successful Teams, focusing on practical tools 
and techniques rather than idealistic or theoretical 
approaches. 

His clients include CBA, Challenger, GPT, IAG, JLL, QBE 
and Westpac, and he's worked extensively with not-for-
profits, associations and local / state government 
departments. View his testimonials to see what they are 
saying. 

As a speaker, he distills years of experience into actionable 
learning, making use of storytelling, audience interaction 
and a splash of dry humour for a journey of insight and 
inspiration. 

Outside of work he is enthusiastic about coffee, chocolate 
and trail running! 

Project impact 

““Thank you Phil, your simple, systematic approach has 
made a significant impact in this strategic project.” 

 - Project Manager, University of Wollongong 

Event success 

“Thank you so much for presenting to our clients, we 
received an overwhelmingly positive response from them” 

 - Managing Director, Recruitment Edge

PHIL PRESTON
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